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Nashville, TN - July 10 2019 — Cybera (https://www.cybera.com/), the leader in SD-WAN Edge application
and security services, announced it has been named to the 2019 Elite 80 listing of the hottest
cybersecurity, data management, and IT infrastructure companies. The annual listing by JMP Securities
highlights the most interesting and strategically positioned private companies that have the capability
to dominate their respective markets.
As an Elite 80 company, Cybera is viewed by the financial firm as among “the most innovative and
promising companies in networking, security, and data management,” and with the ability to adjust to
shifts in the marketplace, has “a strong opportunity to represent the next generation of IT
infrastructure vendors.”
“We understand that enterprises are struggling to bridge legacy infrastructure needs with newer
technologies that embrace digital transformation,” said Andrew Lev, CEO of Cybera. “We are pleased to
be among the Elite 80, and we believe Cybera is well-positioned with innovative and enabling
technologies—along with a healthy dose of unconventional thinking—to address these needs for our
customers.”
The JMP Securities report notably states that “SD-WAN is gaining traction,” and that a paradigm shift
to cloud networking is helping enterprises move from rigid and difficult-to-manage architectures to those
that provide “better access to cloud services directly from remote and branch offices (ROBO).”
The CyberaONE™ Solution is purpose-built to address these needs by providing a unique architecture for
highly distributed enterprises, including ROBO locations that want to increase operational efficiencies
and cost savings through software-defined WAN solutions.
This is the fifth year of the annual JMP Securities Elite 80 report (formerly Super 70). JMP Securities
LLC is a full-service investment bank that provides equity research, institutional brokerage, and
investment banking services to growth companies in the technology, healthcare, financial services, and
real estate markets.
To learn more about Cybera SD-WAN Edge solutions or to request a demo, please visit
https://www.cybera.com/solutions/ (https://www.cybera.com/solutions/).
About Cybera Inc.
Cybera is the only cloud-based managed application network and security services company to fundamentally
change the way distributed businesses use technology. The company’s purpose-built SD-WAN Edge solution
empowers secure, accelerated adoption of new applications and services. Cybera technology is
customer-proven at more than 90,000 locations worldwide supporting point-of-sale, loyalty, mobile
payment, tank monitoring, and digital signage applications. For more information about Cybera, visit
cybera.com (https://www.cybera.com/).
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